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Silica waveguides with diameters larger than the wavelength of
transmitted light are widely used in optical communications,
sensors and other applications1–3. Minimizing the width of the
waveguides is desirable for photonic device applications, but the
fabrication of low-loss optical waveguides with subwavelength
diameters remains challenging because of strict requirements on
surface roughness and diameter uniformity4–7. Here we report
the fabrication of subwavelength-diameter silica ‘wires’ for use as
low-loss optical waveguides within the visible to near-infrared
spectral range. We use a two-step drawing process to fabricate
long free-standing silica wires with diameters down to 50 nm that
show surface smoothness at the atomic level together with
uniformity of diameter. Light can be launched into these wires
by optical evanescent coupling. The wires allow single-mode
operation, and have an optical loss of less than 0.1 dB mm21.
We believe that these wires provide promising building blocks for
future microphotonic devices with subwavelength-width
structures.
The fabrication of thin silica wires was first investigated in the
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nineteenth century, when the mechanical properties of the wires
were studied, but their optical properties and applications remained
uninvestigated8,9. It was not until a century later that researchers
began to investigate the optical applications of silica wires made by
drawing high-purity glass fibres from a laser-heated melt10–14. With
a diameter of more than one micrometre, these silica wires allow
multimode waveguiding of visible and infrared light. Submicrometre wires allow single-mode operation, but both theoretical and
experimental results show that the laser power required for drawing
silica submicrometre- or nanometre-diameter wires (SMNWs) with
a uniform diameter is impractically large14,15. When drawing wires
from a flame-heated melt, turbulence and convection make it
difficult to control the temperature gradient in the drawing region,
and consequently size uniformity is difficult to maintain when the
wire diameter is reduced to less than one micrometre. Silica
nanowires with diameters ranging from ten to several hundred
nanometres have recently been obtained with other methods16–18,
but the diameter fluctuation and sidewall roughness of those wires
makes them unsuitable for low-loss optical wave guiding.
Here we introduce a two-step drawing process for fabricating
long uniform silica SMNWs by a flame-heated fibre drawing
method. First, we use a flame to draw a silica fibre to a micrometre-diameter wire. Second, to obtain a steady temperature
distribution in the drawing region while further reducing the wire
diameter, we use a tapered sapphire fibre with a tip diameter of
about 80 mm to absorb the thermal energy from the flame (Fig. 1).
The sapphire fibre taper, which is fabricated using laser-heating
growth method19, confines the heating to a small volume and helps
maintain a steady temperature distribution during the drawing.
One end of a micrometre-diameter silica wire is placed horizontally
on the sapphire tip, and the flame is adjusted until the temperature
of the tip is just above the drawing temperature (about 2,000 K). We
then rotate the sapphire tip around its axis of symmetry to wind the
silica wire around the tip. The wire coil is moved about 0.5 mm out
of the flame to prevent melting and the wire is then drawn
perpendicular to the axis of the sapphire tip in the horizontal
plane at a speed of 1–10 mm s21 to form a SMNW.
Using this technique, we obtained silica SMNWs with diameters
down to 50 nm and lengths up to tens of millimetres. Figure 2a
shows a scanning electron microscope (SEM) image of a 4-mm-long
wire with a diameter of 260 nm; the wire is roughly coiled up to
show its length. The maximum diameter variation DD is about 8 nm
over the 4-mm length L of the wire, giving DD/L ¼ 2 £ 1026. The
excellent uniformity of wires with diameters ranging from 50 to
1,100 nm can also be seen in Fig. 2b–d. Higher-magnification
transmission electron microscope (TEM) images of a 240-nm-

Figure 1 The second step in the fabrication process of silica submicrometre- and
nanometre wires (SMNWs). a, Schematic diagram of the drawing of the wire from a coil of
micrometre-diameter silica wire wound around the tip of a sapphire taper. The sapphire
taper is heated with a CH3OH torch with a nozzle diameter of about 6 mm. The wire is
drawn in a direction perpendicular to the sapphire taper. b, Magnified view of the drawing
process. The sapphire taper ensures that the temperature distribution in the drawing
region remains steady.
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diameter wire and of the sidewall of a 330-nm-diameter wire (Fig. 2e
and f) show no visible irregularity in the surface of the wires.
The typical sidewall root-mean-square roughness of these wires is
less than 0.5 nm. The electron microscope pictures in Fig. 2 show
that the wires reported here have much better uniformity of
diameter and surface smoothness than submicrometre- or nanometre-width wires, strips or other structures obtained by other
methods16–18,20–23.
Because of their length and flexibility, the silica SMNWs can
readily be manipulated under an optical microscope. For example,
Fig. 3a shows a 520-nm-diameter silica wire that is elastically bent to
form a microscopic ring with a diameter of less than 15 mm; Fig. 3b
shows two 330-nm-diameter wires that are twisted together. The
wires do not break when bent and/or twisted, indicating that they
have excellent flexibility and mechanical properties. Using the
Young’s modulus of silica (73.1 GPa), we find that the tensile
strength of the wire in Fig. 3a is at least 2.5 GPa (refs 24, 25). The
wires can be bent much more sharply than shown in Fig. 3a.
Figure 3c, for example, shows a 280-nm-diameter wire bent to a
radius of 2.7 mm, indicating a tensile strength exceeding 4.5 GPa. By
bending them to the point of fracture, we find that the tensile
strength of the wires is typically higher than 5.5 GPa. Using plastic
bending, we have achieved bending radii of less than 1 mm.
We investigated the optical properties of the silica SMNW by
sending light into them using evanescent coupling. First, a SMNW
is suspended in air, with one end fixed to a support and the other
end connected to the fibre taper from which it was drawn (fibre
taper 1 in Fig. 4a). Light is then coupled into the SMNW through a
second fibre taper. The launching wire from this second taper
attaches itself to the guiding wire because of a van der Waals
attraction between the two. To reduce the contribution from

Figure 2 Electron micrographs of SMNWs. a–d, SEM images; e,f, TEM images. a, A
coiled 260-nm-diameter silica wire with a total length of about 4 mm. b, Two crossed
570-nm and 1,100-nm diameter wires. c, Two parallel 170-nm and 400-nm diameter
wires. d, A silica nanowire with a diameter of about 50 nm. e, A 240-nm-diameter silica
wire. f, The surface of a 330-nm-diameter silica wire; the electron diffraction pattern
(inset) demonstrates that the wire is amorphous.
NATURE | VOL 426 | 18/25 DECEMBER 2003 | www.nature.com/nature

scattered light, both tapers are gold-coated except for the region
used for evanescent coupling. Figure 4b shows an optical micrograph of the coupling between a 390-nm-diameter launching wire
and a 450-nm-diameter SMNW; Fig. 4c shows a 360-nm-diameter
wire guiding light of 633-nm wavelength from the left. The light is
intercepted at the right by a supporting 3-mm wire to show that the
amount of light scattered by the wire is small compared to that
guided by it. In Fig. 4d, a 550-nm-diameter wire guides 633-nm
light in air (on the left) and along the surface of a MgF2 crystal (on
the right). Because the refractive index of MgF2 is lower than that of
silica (1.39 versus 1.46), the light continues to be guided by the wire
on the MgF2 surface, demonstrating the possibility of integrating
SMNWs with low-index substrates for device applications. We also
determined that a 620-nm-diameter wire immersed in water guides
light, demonstrating the possibility of using these wires for chemical
and biosensing in liquid media.
We determined the optical loss of the SMNWs by measuring their
transmission as a function of the length L between the coupling
region and taper 1 (see Fig. 4a). To maintain the same coupling
efficiency between the launching and guiding wires, we adjust the
overlap of the two wires until the output from fibre taper 1 is
maximized. Figure 4e shows the optical loss at wavelengths of 633
and 1,550 nm for various SMNW diameters. At 633 nm, the optical

Figure 3 Micromanipulation and flexibility of SMNWs. a, SEM image of a 15-mmdiameter micro-ring made with a 520-nm-diameter silica wire. b, SEM image of two
twisted 330-nm-diameter wires. c, SEM image of a bent 280-nm-diameter silica wire
with a bending radius of 2.7 mm.
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loss of a 190-nm-diameter wire is about 1.7 dB mm21, which is
much lower than the optical loss of other subwavelength-structures
such as metallic plasmon waveguides26–28.
The increasing loss with decreasing wire diameter can be attributed to surface contamination: as the wire diameter is reduced
below the wavelength, more light is guided outside the wire as an
evanescent wave and becomes susceptible to scattering by surface
contamination. Calculations show that the critical diameter for
single-mode operation of a silica wire is about 450 nm at 633-nm
wavelength and 1,100 nm at 1,550-nm wavelength29, and that about
20% of the energy propagates outside the silica core under those
conditions. Figure 4e shows that wires with these diameters have an
optical loss below 0.1 dB mm21. For smaller diameters, more light
propagates outside the silica core as an evanescent wave. Evanescent
wave propagation is extremely useful for enhancing the performance of devices such as optical sensors.
Because of the large index contrast between silica and air, silica
SMNWs can be bent sharply without incurring large bending
losses. Using a three-dimensional finite-difference time domain

simulation30, we find a bending loss of less than 0.3 dB for a 908
turn with a bending radius of 5 mm in an air-clad 450-nm-diameter
silica wire (for light of 633-nm wavelength). These results indicate
that the silica SMNWs are also suitable for applications where tight
waveguide bends are desired. Using two probes from a scanning
tunnelling microscope for micromanipulation, we were able to
successfully guide 633-nm wavelength light through a bend with a
5.6-mm radius in a silica wire with a diameter of about 510 nm (see
Fig. 4f). As can be seen in the figure, the intensity of scattered light
after the bend is not greatly reduced, indicating that the bending loss
is low. The ability to guide light through sharp bends is especially
useful for miniaturization of photonic devices. Also, with low
bending loss, micro-rings made from these wires (such as the one
shown in Fig. 3a) can be incorporated into photonic devices such as
optical microresonators for optical communication or optical
sensing. For example, we used a 950-nm-diameter SMNW to
make a ring with a 75-mm radius similar to the one shown in
Fig. 3a; preliminary measurements show that the ring has Q factor
of about 1,500 at a wavelength of 1,550 nm.

Figure 4 Optical characterization of SMNWs. a, Schematic diagram for launching light
into a silica wire using evanescent coupling. b, Optical microscope image of a 390-nmdiameter taper coupling light into a 450-nm-diameter silica wire. c, Long-time exposure
micrograph of 633-nm wavelength light guided by a 360-nm-diameter silica wire in air,
and intercepted by a 3-mm guiding wire on the right. d, Optical microscope image of

633-nm-wavelength light guided by a 550-nm-diameter silica wire with its left half
suspended in air and its right half placed on a MgF2 crystal. e, Measured optical loss of
silica wires at 633 nm (filled blue circles) and 1,550 nm (filled yellow circles). f, Optical
microscope image of 633-nm light travelling through a sharp bend with a radius of 5.6 mm
in a 510-nm-wide silica wire.
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The wires reported here are suitable for low-loss optical wave
guiding, and will be promising components in future microphotonic devices for various applications, such as optical communications and optical sensing. Owing to their excellent uniformity,
large length, high flexibility, and strength, these wires can be
manipulated and assembled with high accuracy and used as
micro- or nanoscale tools in physical, chemical, biological, microelectronic and materials research.
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The defining feature of aromatic hydrocarbon compounds is a
cyclic molecular structure stabilized by the delocalization of p
electrons that, according to the Hückel rule, need to total 4n 1 2
(n 5 1,2,…); cyclic compounds with 4n p electrons are antiaromatic and unstable. But in 1964, Heilbronner predicted1 on
purely theoretical grounds that cyclic molecules with the topology of a Möbius band—a ring constructed by joining the ends of a
rectangular strip after having given one end half a twist—should
be aromatic if they contain 4n, rather than 4n 1 2, p electrons.
The prediction stimulated attempts to synthesize Möbius aromatic hydrocarbons, but twisted cyclic molecules are destabilized
by large ring strains, with the twist also suppressing overlap of
the p orbitals involved in electron delocalization and stabilization. In larger cyclic molecules, ring strain is less pronounced but
the structures are very flexible and flip back to the less-strained
Hückel topology 2,3 . Although transition-state species 4 , an
unstable intermediate5 and a non-conjugated cyclic molecule6,
all with a Möbius topology, have been documented, a stable
aromatic Möbius system has not yet been realized. Here we report
that combining a ‘normal’ aromatic structure (with p orbitals
orthogonal to the ring plane) and a ‘belt-like’ aromatic structure
(with p orbitals within the ring plane) yields a Möbius compound
stabilized by its extended p system.
Numerous theoretical calculations have been performed to predict the properties of potential Möbius aromatic systems7–12. The
twist in the p system is usually introduced by a suitable arrangement
of E and Z double bonds. Trans-benzene13 is the smallest conceivable
antiaromatic Möbius annulene. It is only a very shallow minimum
on the energy hypersurface, with an energy as much as
107 kcal mol21 above benzene14. The next-higher Möbius homologue, trans-cyclooctatetraene, indeed comes energetically closer to
its Hückel (all-cis and global minimum) isomer14. Nevertheless,
with a relative energy of 21.3 kcal mol21, it is expected to be
extremely difficult to synthesize. Moreover, there is almost no
conjugation between the E and the neighbouring Z double bonds

Table 1 Relative stabilities
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Calculated relative stabilities (E ref in kcal mol21) of the most stable isomers of the parent
[16]annulene and of our modified [16]annulene at the B3LYP/6-31G* level of DFT.
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